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Hearing this, Homer was obviously agitated. His eyes widened as he asked, “What did you say? Jowin

Benson is there too?”

“Yes, Master Benson led his men and confronted Fred’s men at the ground floor of the hotel. The situation at
the scene is very uncertain right now,” the underling said breathlessly.

Homer’s expression crumbled instantly. He clasped the back of his hands and turned to Milo as he said, “Milo,
what do you think we should do now? Jowin is really determined to help Philip. Did we make the wrong move?
If Jowin and Fred’s people really go up against each other, Flower City will definitely fall into a catastrophe.”

This was the last thing Homer wanted to see. If that was the case, the situation would be out of control!

Milo’s expression was cold, and he frowned. He looked at the subordinate and asked, “Get the car ready. Let’s
go there too. I want to see with my own eyes what means this Philip Clarke has!”

After that, they quickly left the villa and drove to the vicinity of the hotel.

They did not get out of the car but sat inside, paying close attention to the movement in front of the hotel. The
two groups of people were very distinct!

The atmosphere at the scene was really on the verge of breaking out!

Both groups of people were just waiting for orders.

Homer seemed very anxious and asked Milo, “Milo, why don’t we go down too? If we don’t control the

situation well and the people from the main family find out about this, we won’t have it easy either.”



The Dunley family was in charge of the entire Charbury. It was decentralized into seven regions and each
region was managed by a branch of the Dunley family.

If the balance in Flower City was broken because of Homer, or an uncontrollable situation arose, Homer
would definitely be dealt with by the people from the main family!

At that time, Homer Dunley would be finished!

Milo had obviously thought about this too. His face turned dark. After a moment of silence, he said, “Let’s
look at how the situation progresses first. If Fred can’t make it, we can then think of another plan!”

Homer nodded. There was no other choice now.

Back to Philip’s side.

Jowin stared at Fred and the others sullenly, saying gravely, “Fred Able, I’ll give you three minutes to take
your people and retreat from this place! Otherwise, I’ll be the first to come after you!”

Fred merely sneered. “Jowin Benson, do you think it’s useful for you to say this to me now? We’re the six

lords of Flower City. Who should listen to whom? But then again, for your sake, I’ll give you the chance to
give up half of your territory to me. I’ll not pursue you for the crime of helping an outsider against the people
of Flower City. What do you think?”

Fred had everything well planned. At this time, he still did not forget to extort Jowin.

However, Jowin merely snorted. The angry expression on his face was completely replaced by a look of
sarcasm.

This change in expression caused Fred to shudder slightly as he asked coldly, “What are you laughing at?”



Jowin chuckled and said, “I can’t pretend anymore. Young Master Clarke asked me to put on an act but I
really can’t do it any longer.”

With that said, Jowin turned around and said to Philip, “Young Master Clarke, I’m sorry.”

Philip shook his head and said, “It doesn’t matter. Since the fish has taken the bite, there’s no need for us to
beat about the bush any longer.”

After that, Philip sat directly opposite Fred and leaned forward. With killing intent in his eyes, he looked at
Fred and said, “Fred Able, I’ve prepared a generous gift for you. I hope you like it.”

Fred was still sitting on the sofa with his arms outstretched before this. Now, Jowin and Philip’s words had
made him turn pale with fright!

Bam!

He kicked the coffee table abruptly, got up furiously, and pointed at Philip. He shouted, “Damn it, you cocky
little boy, are you trying to scare me?”

After saying that, Fred waved his hand and ordered the five lieutenants behind him, “Inform the men

downstairs to take action! I don’t believe a young kid from out of town like you have any extraordinary

means!”

However, half a minute had passed after Fred gave his order yet the five people behind him did not make a

move. They stood silently at the side, staring at Fred indifferently.
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